## Corporate Sponsorship Levels and Benefits

### Diamond ($50,000)
- Press Release & Feature Article
- Logo featured at Empty Bowls Events
- Recognition on Donor Wall in Lobby
- Logo on PBC Food Bank Website
- Check Presentation
- Hunger Hero Award
- Social Media Recognition (4 posts)
- Annual Report Listing
- Mobile or Private Volunteer Event (2 Events)
- Number of Meals Provided: 60,000

### Platinum ($25,000)
- Press Release & Feature Article
- Logo featured at Empty Bowls Events
- Recognition on Donor Wall in Lobby
- Logo on PBC Food Bank Website
- Check Presentation
- Hunger Hero Award
- Social Media Recognition (3 posts)
- Annual Report Listing
- Mobile or Private Volunteer Event (1 Event)
- Number of Meals Provided: 30,000

### Gold ($10,000)
- Recognition on Donor Wall in Lobby
- Logo on PBC Food Bank Website
- Check Presentation
- Hunger Hero Award
- Social Media Recognition (2 posts)
- Annual Report Listing
- Mobile or Private Volunteer Event (1 Event)
- Number of Meals Provided: 12,000

### Silver ($5,000)
- Logo on PBC Food Bank Website
- Check Presentation
- Hunger Hero Award
- Social Media Recognition (1 post)
- Annual Report Listing
- Mobile or Private Volunteer Event (1 Event)
- Number of Meals Provided: 6,000

### Bronze ($2,500)
- Check Presentation
- Hunger Hero Award
- Social Media Recognition (1 post)
- Annual Report Listing
- Mobile or Private Volunteer Event (1 Event)
- Number of Meals Provided: 6,000